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We are privileged to invite you to the maiden edition of the IEEE Delhi Section International Conference on Electrical, Electronics and Computer Engineering (IEEE DELCON 2022) at Netaji Subhas University of Technology, New Delhi from 11th-13th February 2022.

The conference brings practitioners together to interact and network with colleagues to learn the latest technology innovations.

The exhibition will be closely integrated with the technical program through tutorials, plenary sessions, research presentations, innovation sessions and social activities for delegates and exhibitors alike. There are multiple tracks in the conference covering almost all areas of Electrical, Electronics and Computer Engineering.

With Best Regards,
Organizing Committee
DELCON 2022

Commitment to Patron

We value our partnership with major corporate and individual donors and will serve as good stewards of your generous investment. We are committed to deliver valuable benefits and a positive partnership experience for each DELCON patron.

Please Note: We will customize patronship to meet specific marketing objectives and to enhance your partnership with DELCON 2022.

To begin the booking procedure for exhibiting at DELCON 2022 contact us today!

Information Contact:
Prof. Prerna Gaur
Mobile: 9810906245
Email: prernagaur@yahoo.com
delcon2021@nsut.ac.in
About IEEE

IEEE is the world’s largest professional association comprising of over 430,000 members (including 120,000 student members) in more than 160 countries dedicated to advancing technological innovation and excellence for the benefit of humanity. India has nearly 50K members (accounting for ~ 43% of the Asia-Pacific region) with an annual growth rate of 9%. IEEE and its members inspire a global community through its highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and professional and educational activities.

It has 39 Societies and 7 technical Councils representing a wide range of IEEE technical interests. IEEE publishes more than 148 transactions, journals, and magazines; and patronizes more than 1,450 conferences in 92 countries. With this, it manages a digital library of 4 million-plus documents in the IEEE Xplore, with more than 10 million downloads each month. IEEE Standards Association has a portfolio of around 1,500 standards and projects under development. This includes the prominent IEEE 802® standards for wireless networking. For more detail, please visit: https://www.ieee.org

About IEEE Delhi Section

IEEE Delhi Section is one of the vibrant Sections in India coming under the Asia-Pacific Region, the Region 10 of IEEE. It covers the entire northern part of the country consisting of the National Capital Territory of Delhi, Union Territory of Chandigarh, and the five states of Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, and Jammu & Kashmir. IEEE Delhi Section started on May 13, 1976 (after remaining as a Sub-section since 1974), has as per January 2013 statistics (excluding Affiliates to Societies) 5208 active members including 3461 student members from over 80 member colleges, a number that is increasing with rapid pace by the day. IEEE Delhi follows standard IEEE and Section bylaws while operating.

IEEE Delhi has always kept to its promise of continuously expanding its horizons. IEEE Delhi’s belief in imparting technical as well as non-technical knowledge will be carried forward with an equivalent enthusiasm and gusto for a long time to come.

About DELCON

The maiden "IEEE Delhi Section International Conference on Electrical, Electronics and Computer Engineering (DELCON-2022)" is one of the finest International Conferences covering broad topics in the areas of Electrical, Computer and Electronics Engineering. This conference aims to provide an exemplary platform to research personnel, industrialists & academicians to showcase their eminent discoveries, ideas, and applications in the domains that fall under the IEEE umbrella. DELCON also invites prospective authors to submit their original research work delineating new theoretical and/or experimental research observations in various tracks. The conference is co-sponsored by IEEE IAS(Industry Applications Society), IEEE MGA SAC-SPAx, and IEEE CSS(Control Systems Society), as well as technically and financially endorsed by the IEEE Delhi Section.

The premier edition of "IEEE DELCON-2022" is to be convened at Netaji Subhas University of Technology, New Delhi, India. For more information, kindly visit: https://www.delcon2022.com/

About IEEE NSUT SB

Netaji Subhas University is one of India’s most reputed universities in the domain of technical education. NSUT has carved a niche for itself - both nationally and internationally - for excellence in education and research. Netaji Subhash University of Technology received 3rd position under category of State University & Deemed University (Govt. & Govt. Aided) (Technical) in Atal Ranking, ARIIA, 2022.

IEEE NSUT Student Branch has consistently contributed to the university’s objectives as well as IEEE. The 17th IEEE India Council International Conference (INDICON 2020) was hosted by IEEE NSUT amidst the pandemic. It has been funded for many projects like WIE: INSPIRE, HackNSUT: Was recognized by Region-10 with The Darrel Chong Award (Bronze 2020) etc. The IEEE NSUT Student Branch has been recognized for Prolonged Excellence and has been conferred as the Outstanding Student Branch by the Delhi Section many times. Our branch counselor Prof. Prerna Gaur has been awarded with the Outstanding Branch Counselor and Branch Advisor award by IEEE MGA. Taking its legacy forward the Student Branch is hosting the premier edition of IEEE DELCON 2022 this year.
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